
1. Introduction
Variability in surface winds is a key element in aeolian studies. Two mechanisms dominate the dust lifting on 
Mars: surface wind stress lifting and convective vortex lifting. Outside convective vortices, dust is lifted when 
the surface wind stress exceeds a threshold value, and sand particles are then moved by drag forces and bounce 
along the surface, in a process known as saltation (e.g., Petrosyan et al., 2011). Saltation responds to changes 

Abstract Wind speeds measured by the Mars 2020 Perseverance rover in Jezero crater were fitted 
as a Weibull distribution. InSight wind data acquired in Elysium Planitia were also used to contextualize 
observations. Jezero winds were found to be much calmer on average than in previous landing sites, despite 
the intense aeolian activity observed. However, a great influence of turbulence and wave activity was observed 
in the wind speed variations, thus driving the probability of reaching the highest wind speeds at Jezero, 
instead of sustained winds driven by local, regional, or large-scale circulation. The power spectral density of 
wind speed fluctuations follows a power-law, whose slope deviates depending on the time of day from that 
predicted considering homogeneous and isotropic turbulence. Daytime wave activity is related to convection 
cells and  smaller eddies in the boundary layer, advected over the crater. The signature of convection cells was 
also found during dust storm conditions, when prevailing winds were consistent with a tidal drive. Nighttime 
fluctuations were also intense, suggesting strong mechanical turbulence. Convective vortices were usually 
involved in rapid wind fluctuations and extreme winds, with variations peaking at 9.2 times the background 
winds. Transient high wind events by vortex-passages, turbulence, and wave activity could be driving aeolian 
activity at Jezero. We report the detection of a strong dust cloud of 0.75–1.5 km in length passing over the 
rover. The observed aeolian activity had major implications for instrumentation, with the wind sensor suffering 
damage throughout the mission, probably due to flying debris advected by winds.

Plain Language Summary Jezero winds as measured in the crater floor by Perseverance were 
found to be much calmer on average than in previous landing sites. Turbulence and wave activity provoked 
rapid fluctuations that changed wind speed from calm conditions to more than 10–15 ms −1 in the timescale of 
seconds to minutes. Daytime wave activity is related to convection cells and smaller eddies in the boundary 
layer, advected over the crater. These convection cells are produced under strong thermal gradients typically 
present during daytime. Pressure drops, associated with convective vortices, were usually involved in rapid 
wind fluctuations and, in some cases, in extreme winds as measured by Perseverance. An intense aeolian 
activity was observed at Jezero crater produced by transient high wind events. This aeolian activity had major 
implications for instrumentation, with the Perseverance wind sensor suffering damage probably due to flying 
debris advected by winds. Also, we report the detection of a strong dust cloud of 0.75–1.5 km passing over 
the rover. This paper has a companion paper (part 1) in the same issue, which is focused on wind patterns and 
analyzed the mechanisms driving atmospheric circulation at Jezero.
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in wind speed on timescales of a second (Kok et al., 2012 and references therein), therefore both instantaneous 
and sustainable winds could influence this process. Once in the atmosphere, dust can be quickly transported 
and retained for longer periods (e.g., Basu et al., 2006; Kahre et al., 2006; Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2019; Wang 
et al., 2003, 2005) before being deposited. Given the strong extinction of solar radiation that this aerosol species 
produces in the atmosphere, suspended dust is a significant driver of weather and climate on Mars (e.g., Haberle 
et al., 1993; Kahre et al., 2017; Pollack et al., 1979; Wilson & Hamilton, 1996; and references therein). The 
variability in surface winds also affects the dispersion of chemical species in the Martian planetary boundary 
layer (PBL) (e.g., Spiga & Forget, 2009; Viúdez-Moreiras, 2021). Moreover, wind variability can affect surface 
missions. Wind gusts, or peak wind speeds inside convective vortices, can damage the instrumentation of in situ 
robotic missions by flying debris (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019b) and may constrain future manned missions to 
the surface of Mars.

The variability in surface winds can result from various mechanisms affecting different timescales. On short 
timescales (i.e., less than an hour) the variability of winds in the Martian PBL, and in the surface layer in particu-
lar, is dominated, as on Earth, by turbulence and wave activity. Thus, wind turbulence can be observed as rapid 
fluctuations in winds, which can be caused by different phenomena. During the daytime, the strong thermal gradi-
ents present on the Martian surface generally imply buoyancy-driven turbulence, while turbulence is expected to 
be much lower and mechanically driven during the nighttime, when the atmosphere is very stable (even present-
ing an inversion layer close to surface). Wind variations on longer timescales than 1 hr are mainly controlled by 
mesoscale and synoptic variations.

The companion paper (part 1) (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2022a) presented the wind patterns as measured in the 
Jezero crater floor by Mars 2020 and analyzed the mechanisms driving atmospheric circulation at Jezero. This 
second part complements those results, focusing on wind variability as observed by the mission in all timescales 
from the turbulent to the seasonal scale. This second part is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the models 
used to characterize the wind variability. Section 3 presents the average wind variability over the mission, and 
Section 4 the diurnal, sol-to-sol, and seasonal variability of wind speed. Section 5 presents the characterization 
of turbulence and wave activity and Section 6 describes the extreme winds observed by the Mars 2020 mission. 
Section  7 presents the interaction between winds and surface, focusing on aeolian activity, dust clouds, and 
effects on rover instrumentation. Finally, Section 8 presents the conclusions.

2. Methods: Weibull Wind Models
The Mars 2020 wind speeds (see the companion paper, part 1) were characterized by fitting the wind data as a 
Weibull distribution (e.g., Seguro & Lambert, 2000). InSight wind data acquired in Elysium Planitia (at ∼4.5°N, 
136°E) were also used for comparative purposes. The Weibull distribution is widely used to characterize wind 
speed probability distributions on Earth and it has been successfully applied to Martian wind data (Lorenz, 1996; 
Schorbach & Weiland, 2022; Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019b); empirical results have also been applied to param-
eterize unresolved subgrid turbulence in numerical models (e.g., Roback et al., 2022).

This distribution gives a probability density function (PDF):

𝑓𝑓 (𝑣𝑣) = (𝑘𝑘∕𝑐𝑐)(𝑣𝑣∕𝑐𝑐)𝑘𝑘−1𝑒𝑒−(𝑣𝑣∕𝑐𝑐)
𝑘𝑘 (1)

and a cumulative probability function:

𝐹𝐹 (𝑣𝑣) = 1 − 𝑒𝑒−(𝑣𝑣∕𝑐𝑐)
𝑘𝑘 (2)

where the scale parameter c relates to the mean wind speed while the shape parameter k controls the shape of the 
distribution. Higher k values correspond to narrower wind speed probability distributions, while lower k values 
correspond to broader distributions, that is, more variable winds. Weibull best fit parameters have been computed 
for the wind data set, acquired at 1.5 m, using the procedure described in Viúdez-Moreiras et al. (2019b); that 
is, the model was fitted by maximum likelihood estimation after removing calm periods (v < 0.2 ms −1). The 
percentage of wind speeds with such low velocities was less than 0.1% (see the companion paper, part 1). Unlike 
the common use of Weibull models on Earth on timescales of 10 min to characterize sustainable wind speeds for 
wind energy studies, we focus this study, as in Viúdez-Moreiras et al. (2019b), on wind variability on the times-
cale of seconds, given their relationship with aeolian studies and mission risk assessment (e.g., Charalambous 
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et al., 2021; Lorenz, 1996; Roback et al., 2022; Sullivan et al., 2020). Timescales faster than 0.5 Hz are filtered 
out by the sensor retrieval process. Thus, models have been performed in this study over the 0.25 Hz wind data 
(4 s timescale). This is well above the frequency cutoff for the Mars Environmental Dynamics Analyzer (MEDA) 
wind sensor (WS) retrievals. As Viúdez-Moreiras et al. (2019b) note, the sampling rate is expected to affect the 
Weibull parameters, given that wind fluctuations are filtered as the averaging baseline is increased. Results for 
other sampling rates appropriate for sustained winds are included for comparative purposes.

To illustrate how the wind speeds at the sensor height, zs, could be predictive of the wind speed that drives salta-
tion near the surface, the characteristic timescale, τe, of the turbulent eddies at zs relevant for saltation need to be 
computed. Only turbulent eddies with characteristic length l > zs are assumed to be able to affect the saltation 
layer. Thus, τe ∼ (zs 2/ε) 1/3, where ε is the dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) in a neutral atmos-
pheric boundary layer that can be approximated by u* 3/(kv zs) (Comola et al., 2019; Stull, 2012), u* is the friction 
velocity, and kV the Von Kármán constant, typically ∼0.4. Considering mean wind speeds of 3.24 ms −1 (see the 
companion paper, part 1) and assuming a logarithmic profile under neutral conditions, this leads to τe of 5.6 s. 
Thus, the timescale of the Weibull models agrees with the eddies expected to affect the surface. In any case, 
Weibull parameters were not found to be very sensitive on the timescales of seconds.

As in Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Rover Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS) data (Gómez-Elvira 
et al., 2012), the acquisition strategy yielded significant asymmetries in the number of available measurements 
in particular periods of time; therefore, the data have been normalized in size to correct this irregular distribution 
of data. Three different model sets have been performed in the temporal scale: (i) an average Weibull model 
considering the full data set, representing the variability in the total winds; (ii) models distinguishing several 
diurnal timeslots, representative of the wind regimes and periods observed during the diurnal cycle, and (iii) a 
comprehensive characterization as a function of time of day and sol period. The diurnal timeslots are established 
in local true solar time (LTST) (see the companion paper, part 1): (a) morning (DW), from 07:00 to 10:00 LTST, 
(b) midday (MD), from 10:00 to 15:00 LTST, (c) afternoon (DL), from 15:00 to 18:00 LTST, (d) nightfall (Night-
fall), from 18:00 to 21:00 LTST, (e) night (NL-1), from 21:00 to 24:00 LTST, (f) midnight (NL-2), from 00:00 
to 03:00 LTST, and (g) early morning (EM), from 03:00 to 07:00 LTST. In MSL, significant gaps were present 
in the data after removing the low-quality wind data as a result of the sensor failure during MSL landing, forcing 
averaging of multiple (100) sols in the seasonal characterization performed in (iii). Here, both for InSight and 
Mars 2020, this highly restrictive averaging was not necessary, requiring only 5 sols to overcome the instrumen-
tation cadence and other gaps present in the wind data set (see part 1); hence, 5-sol sliding window models could 
be produced for the first time.

3. Average Wind Speed Variably Over the Mission
Figure 1 shows the best fit PDF for the full Mars 2020 MEDA data set (mission sol ≤315) at the Jezero landing 
site and for the full InSight data set at Elysium Planitia landing site. The Weibull distribution fits the wind speed 
data at Jezero using a scale parameter c = 3.57 ms −1 and a shape parameter k = 1.49, and the Elysium Planitia 
using a scale parameter c = 6.20 ms −1 and a shape parameter k = 1.92.

These parameters align with those found at Gale Crater (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019b), which were obtained in 
the same timescale, although Jezero crater winds were much quieter than those found in previous missions. Nota-
bly, the results at Gale exclude the period of 3–7 LTST (EM timeslot) due to lack of high-quality wind data. With 
only the exclusion of this timeslot, the same models obtained for Jezero and Elysium Planitia are shown in Table 1 
for comparative purposes. Among the three landing sites on Mars in which high-frequency measurements are 
available, Jezero crater showed the lowest total wind speeds (the wind speeds considering all timeslots throughout 
the sol) excluding the EM timeslot. This result was reproduced even constraining the data set to the same seasonal 
period covered by Mars 2020 (Ls ∼ 22° to Ls ∼ 155°) in the InSight data (Tables 1 and 2). It leads to wind speed 
probabilities P(v > 8 ms −1) of ∼21% and 3.6%, respectively, at the Elysium Planitia and Jezero landing sites, and 
P(v > 12 ms −1) of 5.1% and 0.2%, respectively. At the Elysium Planitia landing site, 95% of wind speeds were 
below 12.1 ms −1 and 99% of wind speeds were below 15.7 ms −1. At the Jezero landing site, 95% of wind speeds 
were below 7.46 ms −1 and 99% of wind speeds were below 9.95 ms −1 (Table 2).

The wind variability derived from the previously described Weibull parameters involved all the timescales in 
wind variations, from the faster timescales to the large-scale variations in the seasonal pattern. Ten-minute 
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averages instead of high-frequency measurements, mostly removing the turbulent scales, showed a null differ-
ence on the c parameters, and an increase in the k parameter, from 1.49 to 1.71. The increase in the k parameter 
is expected, given the removal of wind variability present in turbulent timescales, thus shaping a narrower wind 
speed probability distribution. Considering ten-minute averages, it leads to P(v > 8 ms −1) and P(v > 12 ms −1) of 

Figure 1. (left) Weibull probability density function obtained for Jezero (red line) and comparison with Mars 2020 Mars Environmental Dynamics Analyzer data (blue 
histogram) for the whole sol and splitting the nighttime (3–7 hr LTST) and the daytime (10–18 hr LTST). (right) As in the left, but for Elysium Planitia, and comparison 
with InSight TWINS data. Daytime and nighttime histograms are also shown highlighting the different regimes found in both landing sites.

Elysium planitia a Elysium planitia b Jezero crater c

Timeslot LTST range c (m/s) k c (m/s) k c (m/s) k

Morning (DW) 07:00–10:00 8.54 2.91 9.74 3.73 3.02 2.01

Midday (MD) 10:00–15:00 8.87 2.77 10.28 3.60 5.28 2.16

Afternoon (DL) 15:00–18:00 6.26 1.93 6.86 1.90 6.80 3.02

Nightfall (NF) 18:00–21:00 3.31 1.97 2.18 2.62 3.24 1.97

Night (NL-1) 21:00–24:00 4.32 2.25 2.94 3.60 3.42 2.54

Night (NL-2) 00:00–03:00 5.12 2.34 3.48 4.04 2.13 1.49

Early mor. (EM) 03:00–07:00 4.88 2.69 4.12 2.66 1.31 1.97

Total except EM _ 6.45 1.89 6.63 1.64 4.19 1.75

Total _ 6.20 1.92 6.13 1.62 3.57 1.49

 aInSight full data set; acquired between MY34 Ls ∼ 330° and MY36 Ls ∼ 153°.  bInSight data set; acquired at the same season 
than as the M2020 data (Ls ∼ 022° to Ls ∼ 153°).  cM2020 full data set until the WS failure at sol 315; acquired between 
MY36 Ls ∼ 022° to Ls ∼ 153°.

Table 1 
Weibull Best Fit Parameters for Different Times of Sol at the Jezero Landing Site and Comparison With Those Obtained for 
Elysium Planitia as Measured by InSight Lander
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∼2% and ∼0.04%, respectively, thus strongly reducing the probabilities of high wind speeds. This result is indic-
ative of the great influence of sudden changes in wind speed rather than sustained winds driven by mesoscale or 
large-scale dynamics in the observed wind speed variability, with turbulence driving the likelihood of high wind 
speeds being reached at Jezero.

The wind speed distributions at Jezero, as well as at Elysium Planitia, presented marked diurnal variation, in 
accordance with changes in the wind regimes throughout the diurnal cycle (Tables 1 and 2). At the Jezero landing 
site, the highest average wind speeds were found in the afternoon (DL timeslot, v = 6.08 ms −1 and c = 6.80 ms −1). 
Wind speeds were also high, on average, during the midday (MD) timeslot (v = 4.67 ms −1 and c = 5.28 ms −1). 
There was a large break with the remaining timeslots, which presented v < 3.1 ms −1 and c < 3.5 ms −1. Wind speed 
probability P(v > 8 ms −1) equaled ∼20% during the afternoon (DL timeslot), and such a probability was negli-
gible (<0.2%) for all the timeslots during the night (NL-1, NL-2 and EM). Also, during the DL timeslot, 99% of 
wind speeds were below 11.3 ms −1, whilst, during the EM timeslot, 99% of wind speeds were below 2.84 ms −1 
(Table 2). These results highlight the intensity and convective activity involved in the easterly and southeasterly 
winds observed during the day.

Maximum wind speeds were measured in the DL timeslot, matching the period of strongest regional and local 
upslope winds acting constructively (see the companion paper, part 1). This timeslot involved very stable wind 
directions and speeds, without significant departures from mean wind speeds, leading to high values in the k 
parameter (see Section 2). A high value of k largely overcame the characteristic value of the Rayleigh distribution 
(k = 2), which is widely used on Earth studies when only average wind speeds are available. A high k parameter 
value (2.54 in Table 1) was found as well during NL-1 (21–24 hr LTST), where sustainable downslope winds 
were present, although in that case presenting lower mean wind speeds (see the companion paper, part 1). The 
lowest k parameter was found during the NL-2 period (00–03 hr LTST), due to downslope flows lasting various 
lengths in this timeslot. As described in the companion paper, the first part of the night, from sunset to 01 hr 
LTST, presented quite stable westerly/northwesterly downslope winds, peaking around midnight. After that time, 
winds decreased in intensity toward a calm period. The strength of the downslope winds at NL-2 also had marked 
seasonal variation. Thus, the low value in the k parameter (Table 1) can be attributed to both periods with signif-
icantly different wind conditions involved in this timeslot, and with a marked variability in longer timescales. 
This was also observed in the parameters related to the total winds at Jezero, considering and excluding the calm 
period (EM timeslot). The remaining diurnal timeslots/periods presented values close to a Rayleigh distribution.

Surface winds at InSight's landing site were the result of complex interaction between regional and local slope 
flows induced by Elysium Planitia topography, producing a diurnal perturbation superimposed on a mean flow, 
dominated by the Hadley cell but with modifications due to channeling effects from the regional topography 

Elysium planitia a Elysium planitia b Jezero crater c

Timeslot v (m/s) F −1(0.95) F −1(0.99) v (m/s) F −1(0.95) F −1(0.99) v (m/s) F −1(0.95) F −1(0.99)

Morning (DW) 7.64 12.50 14.50 8.80 13.01 14.58 2.68 5.22 6.47

Midday (MD) 7.93 13.26 15.49 9.28 13.87 15.61 4.67 8.77 10.69

Afternoon (DL) 5.53 11.02 13.77 6.10 12.22 15.31 6.08 9.78 11.28

Nightfall (NF) 2.92 5.76 7.15 1.93 3.31 3.90 2.87 5.66 7.03

Night (NL-1) 3.80 7.02 8.50 2.64 3.99 4.50 3.04 5.26 6.23

Night (NL-2) 4.53 8.17 9.81 3.16 4.57 5.08 1.91 4.45 5.94

Early mor. (EM) 4.36 7.38 8.66 3.67 6.20 7.27 1.16 2.29 2.84

Total except EM 5.72 11.54 14.49 5.90 12.88 16.72 3.73 7.84 10.01

Total 5.49 11.01 13.78 5.45 12.06 15.73 3.22 7.46 9.95

 aInSight full data set; acquired between MY34 Ls ∼ 330° and MY36 Ls ∼ 153°.  bInSight data set; acquired at the same season than as the M2020 data (Ls ∼ 022° to 
Ls ∼ 153°).  cM2020 full data set until the WS failure at sol 315; acquired between MY36 Ls ∼ 022° to Ls ∼ 153°.

Table 2 
Wind Speed Statistics at 1.5 m, in ms −1 (Mean Wind Speed, v, and F −1(α), That Is, Wind Speed u Such That P(v ≤ u) = α, Both for α = 95% and α = 99%, Related to 
the Weibull Parameters Presented in Table 1
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(Banfield et al., 2020; Forget et al., 2021; Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2020). The seasonal period covered by Mars 
2020 wind data (Ls ∼ 22° to Ls ∼ 153°) was characterized by average southeasterly winds close to the equi-
noxes, which turned to southerlies around the northern summer solstice due to the enhanced zonal mean southern 
large-scale circulation. Between Ls ∼ 153° and Ls ∼ 22° (the period not covered by Mars 2020 wind data), mean 
surface wind speeds at Elysium Planitia were west-northwesterlies between Ls ∼ 200° and 320° due to the effect 
of northerlies associated with the reversal of the Hadley meridional overturning flow with season, including as 
well two transition periods at Ls ∼ 153°–200° and at Ls ∼ 320–153°. Diurnal-mean wind speeds peaked close 
to the northern winter solstice. Note that little interannual variability was observed in the wind data, except (a) 
during dust storm periods (e.g., MY34/2019 large dust storm in northern winter, outside the period covered by 
Mars 2020 data), and (b) during MY36, where the sparse data acquired presented lower wind speeds in particular 
periods.

Most of the diurnal timeslots (Table 1) at the Elysium Planitia landing site showed both higher average wind 
speeds and steadiness than at Mars 2020 Perseverance's landing site, evaluating the same seasonal period for both 
landing sites. This could be the result of a lack of significant topography at InSight's landing site. Wind speeds 
at Elysium Planitia were 72% greater, on average, than at Jezero, which further increased to more than 200% 
between 03 and 10 hr LTST (EM and DW timeslots), that is, the calm period observed in Jezero crater at night is a 
unique feature of the crater (probably due to convergent downslope flows on the crater floor acting destructively), 
which was not observed in the plains of Elysium Planitia.

InSight's landing site showed the opposite results in terms of the skewness of the Weibull distribution. The 
most constant winds were found after midnight, between 00 and 03 hr LTST, when downslope flows produced a 
rotation from northwesterlies to southwesterlies, while the most variable winds were found during the afternoon 
(15–18 hr LTST), when the observed wind speeds decreased as upslope winds diminished in strength. This differ-
ence highlights the distinct wind distributions obtained at the same diurnal timeslots at both landing sites, each 
driven by its own mesoscale and large-scale phenomena.

4. Diurnal, Sol-To-Sol, and Seasonal Variability in Wind Speed
To see how the results are affected by seasonality and sol-to-sol variability, it is useful to focus now on these 
multisol timescales. As stated, sol-to-sol variations could not be systematically performed with MSL as a 
result of the sparse data available due to the loss of a WS boom and other sensor issues (Viúdez-Moreiras 
et al., 2019a, 2019b), needing averaging over several sol periods (100-sols sliding windows) to evaluate seasonal 
trends. Mars 2020 data involve significant gaps as well, although to a lesser extent, allowing a 5-sol sliding 
window. This filtering probably removes a significant portion of the atmospheric traveling waves at Jezero (see 
the companion paper, part 1). We present results for P(v > 4 ms −1), P(v > 8 ms −1), and P(v > 12 ms −1). Figure 2 
presents the probabilities of wind speeds greater than 4 ms −1 as a function of season for the diurnal timeslots 
considered in Table 1. The EM timeslot (03:00–07:00 LTST) is excluded due to its low P(v > 4 ms −1) values. 
Figure 3 presents the probabilities for 8 and 12 ms −1, focusing on the intervals where F −1(0.99) > 8 ms −1 (MD 
and DL time intervals).

The diurnal trend in P(v > 4 ms −1) (Figure 2) is consistent with the observed trend in mean wind speeds (see 
Table 1 and the companion paper). High P(v > 4 ms −1) was observed in the afternoon (DL timeslot), gener-
ally greater than 70%, followed by the midday (MD timeslot) with 40% < P(v > 4 ms −1) < 70%. The daytime 
timeslots presented a seasonal behavior with maximum values in early summer. The nighttime timeslots showed 
greater sol-to-sol variability than the daytime timeslots and a huge seasonal variability. At the beginning of the 
Mars 2020 wind observations (Ls ∼ 22°), P(v > 4 ms −1) at NL-1 (21:00–24:00) reached ∼90%. P(v > 4 ms −1) 
were greater than 40% in the first sols of the mission; then, they decreased progressively to less than 10% in 
early summer and increased again at Ls ∼ 150°. A similar trend was observed in NL-2, with P(v > 4 ms −1) close 
to zero in early summer. This opposite behavior in the seasonal trend between nighttime and daytime was the 
result of the wind regimes observed at Jezero. Thus, the daytime regime is driven by regional anabatic upslope 
flows, likely enhanced around the summer solstice by larger thermal gradients and probably affected by Hadley 
cell return flow (see the companion paper, part 1). Conversely, the nighttime regime (21:00–03:00 LTST) is 
driven by downslope flows, probably katabatic, which presented strong variability in wind direction as a result 
of regional and local slope flows competing on the Jezero crater floor and thus being very sensitive to variations 
in rover location. Together with the results presented in part 1, these observations suggest the possibility of some 
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influence, even during nighttime, from the zonal-mean southerly large-scale flows around the summer solstice, 
likely with a minor contribution by thermal tides, increasing the daytime winds and reducing the intensity of 
nighttime winds.

Figure 3 shows the trend for P(v > 8 ms −1) and P(v > 12 ms −1) focusing on the diurnal timeslots where maximum 
wind speeds were measured (MD and DL timeslots). P(v > 8 ms −1) and P(v > 12 ms −1) never exceed 40% and 
10%, respectively. This contrasts with the observations at Gale Crater (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019b) and at 
Elysium Planitia, where probabilities of high wind speed largely exceed the Jezero values, reaching P(v > 8 ms −1) 
and P(v > 12 ms −1) of 90% and 45%, respectively. The sol-to-sol variability in the probability of high wind speeds 
is mostly associated with the stochastic nature of weather, as well as other sources such as atmospheric wave 
activity (see companion paper, part 1).

Figure 2. Seasonal variability in probabilities of wind speeds greater than 4 ms −1 for Jezero, based on Weibull models using Mars Environmental Dynamics Analyzer 
wind data for Jezero landing site. From top to bottom: DW, MD, DL (left column) and NF, NL-1, and NL-2 (right column). The early morning timeslot (03:00–07:00 
LTST) is excluded given the negligible P(v > 4 ms −1) values. A moving average as a function of Ls is also added.
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5. Turbulence and Wave Activity
As described, a significant contribution to the variability in Mars 2020 winds present in the wind speed histograms 
can be allocated to the sol-to-sol and seasonal timescales. Additionally, the mesoscale and large-scale domains 
mostly shaped the wind variability in the diurnal timescale. However, most of the variability was produced on 
turbulent timescales. The latter scale is an unexplored area, given the few high-frequency wind measurements 
from the Martian surface to date.

On Earth, the spectra of surface winds can be divided into three different parts (e.g., Petrosyan et al., 2011): (a) the 
low-frequency range, where energy is injected into the PBL, presenting a slight negative slope or even a constant 
value, (b) the inertial subrange, where viscous dissipation is relatively weak and TKE is freely exchanged between 
length scales, approaching a power law, and (c) a high frequency range where viscous dissipation becomes rele-
vant and energy drops rapidly. Given that the kinematic viscosity in the near-surface atmosphere of Mars is much 
greater than on Earth, the Kolmogorov scale of viscous dissipation, η, scales accordingly up to values that are 
of the order of centimeters. At the Jezero atmospheric conditions, η = (ν 3/ε) 1/4, where ν is the kinematic viscos-
ity of air and ε is the dissipation rate of TKE as defined in Section 2, ranges between 0.5 and 3 cm, albeit with 
timescales that mostly remain above the sampling rate of the WS. Thus, the wind spectra acquired by MEDA are 
predicted to be ascribed mostly to the production range and to the inertial subrange. Figure 4 shows the power 
spectral density (PSD) of the wind speed on a typical sol. It can be seen that the slope departs from that predicted 
by the Kolmogorov model (−5/3) (Kailman et  al.,  1972; Kolmogorov,  1941) considering homogeneous and 
isotropic turbulence. The departure follows a diurnal cycle, being higher at night, where the turbulence is mostly 
mechanically driven.

Periodic wind fluctuations were commonly present in the wind data, but without an overall dominant frequency, 
either during the day or at night. However, certain daytime periods presented a dominant oscillation frequency 
in the wind fluctuations, which in some cases matched with oscillations in other meteorological variables such 
as with atmospheric pressure. These cases usually appeared during short periods of time, therefore they were not 
easily observed in the wind spectra. Figure 5 presents some examples of the time evolution of winds obtained by 

Figure 3. As in Figure 2 but for 8 ms −1 and 12 ms −1 and restricted to the two diurnal timeslots with highest wind speeds, MD (left column) and DL (right column).
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Mars 2020 MEDA during the daytime. Wind turbulence and wave activity overwhelmed the signal, provoking 
rapid fluctuations that changed wind speed from calm conditions to more than 10–15 ms −1 on short timescales. 
These fluctuations were also present in wind directions. Pressure drops, associated with convective vortices, 
were usually involved in rapid wind fluctuations and tended to elevate wind speeds in accordance with what was 
expected by model predictions (Balme et al., 2012; Kahanpää & Viúdez-Moreiras, 2021; Lorenz, 2016; Toigo 
et al., 2003). Figure 5b shows high-frequency wind oscillations on sol 269 (Ls ∼ 130°), mostly dominant between 
11.75 and 11.80 hr LTST, with a ∼1.5 min period. Figures 5a and 5c (sols 222 and 313, respectively, correspond-
ing to Ls ∼ 107° and 152°) show relatively rare cases where oscillations, coupled with surface wind gusts, were 
sustainable in time and presented a remarkable period of oscillation (∼15–20 min for sol 222 and ∼2–3 min for 
sol 313), with background winds around 5 ms −1 in both cases.

These periodic wind fluctuations, which occur during the convective period, are consistent with convection cells 
and smaller eddies in the PBL advected over the crater at different scales. Although theoretically possible, these 
periodic fluctuations, even the smallest observed eddies, are not considered as gravity waves. This is owing to 
the difficulty that gravity waves occur in the daytime PBL because they need to propagate through a stable layer, 
and the daytime PBL is highly unstable. Typically, convection has been observed to generate gravity waves 
when it perturbs the PBL top (at the bottom of the more stable atmosphere above). Those gravity waves then 
propagate upward and are detected at higher altitudes. Near the surface, the detection of gravity waves is mainly 
expected at night, when the near-surface atmosphere is stable, generated by, for example, strong slope flows or 
nocturnal turbulence. Convection cells are supported by mesoscale models and large eddy simulations (Spiga 
et al., 2021). Newman et al. (2022) suggested convection cells with periodicities of 8.6–15 min (cell widths from 
2.4 to 5.3 km), based on analysis of wind fluctuations on sols 116–120. Spiga et al. (2021) reported, based on 
the InSight data set, fluctuations in agreement with convection cells advected over Elysium Planitia with peri-
ods from 16 to 33 min, suggesting cell widths from 10.5 to 16 km. Lorenz et al. (2021) found ∼10-min wind 
fluctuations likely produced by convection cells in correlation with temperature variations in the InSight solar 
arrays. Quasiperiodic wind fluctuations can also be observed in the high-frequency wind data from the Viking 
Landers (Lorenz et al., 2017). The cases showed here using Mars 2020 wind data, in which particular periodic 
signals greatly overwhelmed other harmonics (e.g., sol 222, 269, and 313), would suggest length scales between 
4 km–6 km, 400 m–500, and 700 m to 1.2 km, respectively. Note that the latter sol corresponds to dust storm 
conditions, in which prevailing winds are consistent with a tidal drive instead of a slope drive (see the compan-
ion paper, part 1). The wave period of those fluctuations varied one order of magnitude from the timescale of 

Figure 4. Power spectral density (PSD, m 2s −2 Hz −1) for the fluctuations in the zonal component of wind speed over a set of 
3 sols at Ls ∼ 60°, defined as a difference to their 720 s running means. The slope of a power-law fitting (f(x) = 𝐴𝐴 aF

m where m 
the slope) is also included. Kolmogorov scaling law (−5/3) is shown for comparative purposes. The 0.5 Hz frequency value is 
the cutoff of the wind data (see text).
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Figure 5. Evolution in time of high-frequency measurements for three mission sols (222, 269, and 313). Pressure, wind 
speed, and direction are shown for each sol. Regular wind oscillations can be observed during these periods. Note that the 
LTST range covered is different for each mission sol.
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1–10 min, while background wind speeds were roughly similar. This would lead to length scales from a few 
hundred of meters to 6 km, indicative of the turbulent activity present in the daytime Martian PBL.

Although the highest intensity in wind fluctuations was observed during the daytime, nighttime variability was 
also strong. Figure 6 shows the diurnal cycle for wind fluctuations both represented as standard deviation of 
wind speed (σv) and as turbulence intensity (TI), the latter computed as the standard deviation of wind speeds, σv, 
divided by their mean v in periods of 10 min. As the rover elements and the radioisotope thermoelectric generator 
thermal plume can perturb the flow toward the sensors (Figure 7), the rear flows, that is, flows coming back from 
the rear of the rover, were not considered to compute σv and TI (see the companion paper, part 1). Clearly, there 
was a daily periodicity in the wind fluctuations, which dominated overall during daytime in both variables (σv and 
TI), although to a lesser extent once standard deviation is normalized to the mean wind speed. The observed wind 
fluctuations were mostly the result from turbulence, given the timescale of the averaging (10 min), with a signifi-
cant contribution of wave activity during daytime. For that period, convection dominates in the statically unstable 
Martian PBL; hence, turbulence is primarily buoyancy-driven. During nighttime, however, a stable inversion 
layer is typically produced (e.g., Mason & Smith,  2021), buoyancy-driven turbulence is mostly  suppressed 
and shear-driven turbulence usually dominates. During dust storm periods, the static stability in the nighttime 
PBL lessens, and the inversion layer may even be absent during long sol periods, as was observed during the 
MY34/2019 global dust storm (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019). Shear-driven turbulence at Perseverance's landing 
site is expected to be enhanced by the significant topography present around the rover.

Mars 2020 wind data presented in Figure 6 shows σv of 0.57 ± 0.29 ms −1 during nighttime and 1.85 ± 0.57 ms −1 
during the daytime, with peak values greater than ∼3.5 ms −1 around midday, when thermal gradients are at their 
maximum. They slightly shifted to the afternoon, due to the dependence of wind fluctuations with wind speed. 
Turbulence intensity was 36 ± 10% during the day. However, it is interesting to note the dip in the wind fluctua-
tions during the daytime period where sustainable winds peaked, that is, during the late afternoon (∼17 hr LTST, 
see the companion paper, part 1). TI at that time was comparable in magnitude with the nighttime. After sunset, 
a dramatic increase in TI could be observed at 19–21 hr LTST, which is related to the transition between upslope 
flows to downslope flows, provoking a full rotation of winds around this period and, in some cases, a local mini-
mum in the diurnal cycle of wind speed (see the companion paper, part 1). Nighttime wind fluctuations were also 
strong, 22% ± 10%, and comparable to the daytime TI in some cases, which suggests strong mechanical (shear) 
turbulence during that period.

Figure 6. Diurnal cycle of wind fluctuations as observed by Mars 2020. (left) Standard deviation of wind speed; (right) 
turbulence intensity, defined as standard deviation of wind speed, σv, in a 10-min period divided by the mean wind speed v.
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Previous missions reported σv/v, in particular periods on Mars, which could deviate from the TI values reported 
in Figure 6 due to differences in the sampling rate and averaging of wind data, as well as in the observed seasonal 
period. Phoenix data showed σv/v values around the local summer solstice between 15% and 40% during the 
daytime and 4% during the nighttime, as calculated from 32 Telltale image exposures as a function of local mean 
solar time (Holstein-Rathlou et al., 2010). InSight data showed daytime σv/v values varying from 35% to 45% 
at the northern spring equinox to values below 25%–30% at the summer solstice, using 3 hr (11–14 hr) as the 
basis of the computation (Spiga et al., 2021). Analysis of the first sols of the Viking Lander missions suggested 
σv/v  ∼  50%–60%, with more complex variations in diurnal behavior than those observed in the rest of the 
missions, and both daytime and nighttime local maxima, σv/v peaking at ∼85% (Murdoch et al., 2017). However, 
the different data processing from each mission prevents a proper comparison between them. We have computed 
the TI from InSight data using the same procedure as in Figure 6 for Mars 2020 data, retrieving TI ∼29% ± 7% 
during the day and TI ∼12% ± 5% during the night (TI ∼27% ± 6% during the day and TI ∼11% ± 5% during 
the night if the data set is constrained to the same seasonal period observed by Mars 2020). Thus, the TI levels 
detected by Mars 2020 at Jezero are greater than those detected by InSight at Elysium Planitia, and both produced 
by buoyancy and shear-driven turbulence.

6. Extreme Winds
Extreme winds generally occur on short timescales (from seconds to minutes) in the form of wind gusts produced 
by turbulent activity, such as the passage of convective vortices. Therefore, high-frequency data are necessary 
to properly detect them. The timescales in which these gusts emerge can even be less than a few seconds, so the 
typical 1 Hz sampling rate (or 2 Hz at the beginning of the mission) could be suppressing or biasing the maximum 
wind speeds in some events, even omitting some of them as a whole. In any case, several events showing extreme 
winds have been observed in the wind data, and most were associated with the passage of convective vortices.

Figure 7. Effect of the radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG) plume disturbance in the wind measurements when winds come from the rear of the rover. Wind 
speed, wind direction, and air temperature are shown in the left, mid, and right columns, respectively, for the same diurnal timeslot and at two different sols, sol 199 
(top row, presenting high RTG contamination due to rear incoming flow) and sol 209 (bottom row, without remarkable RTG contamination with front incoming flow).
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Figure 8 shows the passage of three vortices with very different geometries close to the rover in a timescale of an 
hour (at 12.45, 12,72, and 13.1 hr LTST). All three produced a dramatic increase in wind speed and a remarkable 
effect on wind direction, in addition to a remarkable pressure drop, commonly associated with these events. As 
stated, the effect of vortex winds on a stationary observer will depend on the geometry of the pass and on the 
vortex characteristics. In most cases, however, the net effect during the event is an overall increase in wind speeds 
(e.g., Kahanpää & Viúdez-Moreiras, 2021). Figure 8 presents, at the bottom, the histogram of peak wind speeds 
reached during the detected pressure drop events with available wind data (more than 400 events) as observed by 
Perseverance, in addition to histograms showing the normalized values to the mean wind speed just before the 
events, and the ratio between the mean wind speeds during the event and just before it. The wind speed signal is 
treated with a low-pass 4 s filter to minimize random uncertainties and to produce comparable results with the 
Weibull models presented in the previous section. The peak wind speeds are therefore derived on this timescale. 
Peak wind speeds observed during these events at the Perseverance location ranged between 2 and 24 ms −1, with 
an average of 10.8 ms −1, meaning relative variations between 0.8 and 9.2 times the background winds. The mean 
wind speeds normalized to the background winds increased on average 1.7, ranging between 0.4 and 5.1. These 
results emphasize the dramatic effect these events have on the near-surface wind field.

Due to the rarity of these events, Weibull models presented in the previous sections are mostly insensitive to the 
high wind speeds developed during most of passages. Thus, additional Weibull models were constructed in the 
periods around the pressure drops detected throughout the mission, as well as when wind data were available. 
Observations at Jezero crater led to a similar number of pressure drops and intensity as those observed at Elysium 
Planitia (Hueso et al., 2022; Newman et al., 2022; Spiga et al., 2021). The pressure drop detection algorithm used 
in this study follows the same principles as those used in previous studies and thus retrieves similar results on 
the distribution of pressure drops associated with convective vortices within the diurnal cycle, with maximum 
values observed around midday (MD timeslot), when peak thermal gradients occur in the daytime PBL. Weibull 
models for the MD diurnal timeslot are shown in Figure 9, both for the whole timeslot period and constraining 
the analysis to the periods where pressure drop events were observed. The scale parameter c increases 65% and 
the shape parameter k increases slightly, from 2.16 to 2.36. This variation in the Weibull parameters results in a 
dramatic effect in the tail of the PDFs at Jezero and, consequently, in the probability of high wind speeds. Thus, 
P(v > 8 ms −1) increased from 8.6% to 44% and P(v > 12 ms −1) further increased roughly 40 times inside the 
periods of these events. Curiously, the effect was not as pronounced in the InSight data. The c parameter increased 
only 12% and the k parameter decreased from 2.77 to 2.55. In any case, the probabilities of high wind speeds 
rose: for example, P(v > 12 ms −1) increased from 10% to 20%. This difference between the two missions could 
be influenced by the WS employed on Mars 2020, which is more advanced and allows higher accuracy and better 
response time than its predecessors, which may affect the instrument sensitivity to fast changes in wind signals, 
as occurs inside these events. In addition, the atmospheric dynamics at each landing site could be influencing the 
data. If so, Jezero crater, although with a similar number of pressure drops and intensity as observed at Elysium 
Planitia, would be subject to dramatic disturbances in the near-surface winds regarding the background winds by 
the passage of convective vortices, a much greater variation than at Elysium Planitia.

7. Interaction Between Winds and Surface
7.1. Winds and Aeolian Activity at Jezero. Comparison With Elysium Planitia Activity

Although strong aeolian activity has been observed at Perseverance's landing site, time-average winds at Jezero 
were relatively weak compared with some other landing sites. Mean wind speeds at Jezero were 3.2 ± 2.3 ms −1 
in northern spring and summer, with a corresponding surface friction wind velocity, u*, of ∼0.25 ms −1, assuming 
a logarithmic profile under neutral conditions and a roughness height of 0.01 m. During the afternoon, aver-
age winds were 6.1 ± 2.2 ms −1 (u* ∼ 0.50 ms −1). Estimated average wind stress at the Jezero landing site was 
≲0.01 Pa , even during afternoon when the highest average wind speeds prevailed (Table 2). F −1(0.99) peaked 
also in the afternoon with a value of 11.28 ms −1 (Table 2), for which the estimated wind stress is ≲0.02 Pa . 
The observed wind intensities and dust lifting events at Jezero suggest that the prevailing near-surface winds at 
Jezero are not responsible for the aeolian changes. Initiating saltation of sand-sized grains requires wind speeds 
that exceed the fluid threshold of motion. But once saltation is initiated, it can be sustained at much lower wind 
speeds (e.g., Bridges et al., 2012; Kok, 2010). This raises the possibility that aeolian changes documented at 
Jezero (Lemmon et al., 2022; Newman et al., 2022) might involve relatively brief instances of winds exceeding 
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Figure 8. (top) As in Figure 5 but for sol 188 (Ls ∼ 92°) showing the extreme winds produced during the passage of convective vortices as observed by the 
Perseverance rover. Pressure, wind speed, and direction are shown. (bottom) Histograms for wind speeds observed in pressure drops events: (bottom-left) peak wind 
speed reached during the passage, (bottom-middle) as in left but normalized to the mean wind speed just before the events, and (bottom-right) ratio between the mean 
wind speeds in the event and just before the event.
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fluid threshold, followed by moderate wind speeds helping to sustain saltation, in comparison with more typical 
lower wind speeds that prevail much of the time.

These wind stress estimates at Jezero are lower than the estimates at the InSight landing area in Elysium Planitia, 
where few aeolian changes were observed (Charalambous et al., 2021). In Elysium Planitia, average wind stress 
was ≲0.02 Pa , and F −1(0.99) = 15.61 ms −1 involves estimated wind stress of ≲0.03 Pa . The aeolian changes 
observed in Elysium Planitia were not associated by prevailing near-surface winds but were attributed with 
the passage of convective vortices during periods of high vortex activity. The potentially contradictory results 
between both landing sites could have three contributing explanations. First, as described in Section 6, Jezero 
crater, although with a similar number of pressure drops and intensity as observed at Elysium Planitia, would 
be subject to dramatic disturbances in the near-surface winds regarding the background winds by the passage 
of convective vortices, a much greater variation than at Elysium Planitia, involving transient high wind events. 
Second, in addition to vortices detected at both landing sites, the Jezero site is also subject to further transient 
high wind events from greater TI levels (Section 5), and wave activity such as the passage of convection cells 
(Newman et al., 2022), which could be promoting aeolian activity at Perseverance's landing site by transiently 
strong winds above the usual relatively calm mean values. Third, there is relatively less sand and surface dust 
capable of being moved by transient wind events at the InSight landing site, compared with Jezero. The InSight 
camera systems are limited compared with Perseverance's payload; nevertheless, not a single dust devil was 
imaged by InSight, despite detection of passing vortices by other payload instruments. This suggests relatively 
little surface dust available at the site for vortices to become visible as dust devils. Also, aeolian ripples and sandy 
wind tails extending from behind rocks are absent at InSight's landing site, indicating little sand available to be 
mobilized by transient strong wind events. But at Jezero, aeolian ripples of many different types are plainly abun-
dant, as are sandy wind tails extending downwind from behind isolated rocks (Herkenhoff et al., 2022). Numerous 
ripples at Jezero are large enough to be seen from orbit, including active examples (Chojnacki et al., 2018), indi-
cating an abundant sand supply capable of being moved by any transiently strong wind events that might occur.

Figure 9. Weibull probability density functions (PDFs) (red line) and comparison with empirical data (blue histogram) for the midday (MD timeslot), both for Jezero 
(left column) and Elysium Planitia (right column). (top) PDF for the whole MD timeslot period, (bottom) PDF of wind speeds in the MD timeslot but during pressure 
drop events (within ±10 s around the events).
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7.2. A Dust Cloud Passing Over the Mars 2020 Rover

Although, to a large extent, the majority of the observed dust events were directly associated with the passage 
of convective vortices (i.e., dust devils), certain events can be associated with convection cell fronts for cases 
in which these fronts exceed the threshold wind speed (stress) required for dust lifting. Newman et al. (2022) 
presented one of these cases, observed on sol 117 by the Perseverance cameras and MEDA sensors. That distant 
dust-lifting event covered an estimated area of at least 4 km 2 and lasted several minutes, raising a dust cloud a 
couple of km to the north of the rover. We present in Figure 10 another dust event, on sol 311 at 12.7 hr LTST, 
which, unlike the previous one, passed over the rover. There are no images associated with this event, but wind 
speeds and directions and irradiance variations could be measured by the Radiative and Dust Sensor (RDS) of 
MEDA (Apéstigue et al., 2022; Rodríguez-Manfredi et al., 2021). The RDS includes channels in several spectral 
bands pointed at the zenith when the rover does not present tilt (top channels, referred hereafter as TN, where N is 
the specific number of the channel), in addition to 7 channels at 750 nm pointed at different azimuthal directions 
(lat channels, referred hereafter as LN, where N is the specific number of the channel), where L2 to L7 point at 
70° zenith angle.

This dust event on sol 311 occurred between two major pressure drops separated by ∼5 min (Figure 10a), and in 
a context of large dust lifting and dust devil activity, preceding the MY36/2022A regional dust storm (Lemmon 
et al., 2022). At the time of the event, pressure was falling and wind speed was rising, likely as a result of the 
passage of a convection cell advected by the background wind. Winds were east-southeasterlies and roughly 
constant in this period, consistent with the upslope winds driving the daytime behavior. RDS variations began 
before the first pressure drop (Figures 10a and 10b) in both the lat and the top channels (Figures 10g and 10h). 
The disturbances were first observed in the L2, L3, and L4 channels (pointing to S, SE, and E, respectively). 
Then, the disturbances peaked in the top channels and disturbed the L5 channel (pointing to NE) and, finally, 
effects were observed in the L6 and L7 channels (pointing to N and NW). Variations greater than 8% were 
observed in some of the channels, including the top ones. The strong peak in T6 (>6%), which is sensitive to 
the scattered sunlight produced by the dust cloud in the close encounters, together with the variations in the 
remaining channels, indicate that the event passed over the rover. Overall, the event lasted around 10 min, with 
the core of the disturbances taking place in an interval lasting 3–4 min within two pressure drops, which were 
separated by ∼5 min. Comparatively, the variations in irradiance during the event at sol 117, shown in Figure 10 
as well, peaked at ∼3% in one lateral channel, and produced little or negligible effects in the remaining ones. The 
duration of the event and the measured winds together suggest that the dust cloud that passed over the rover is 
0.75–1.5 km in length.

7.3. Effects of Aeolian Activity on Rover Instrumentation

The dust lifting observed at Perseverance's landing site also had major implications for instrumentation. The 
WS suffered damage to some boards throughout the mission, probably due to flying debris. This issue was also 
reported for the MSL REMS WS, which uses the same technology as the MEDA WS (Gómez-Elvira et al., 2014; 
Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019a, 2019b). On MSL REMS, the damage during MSL's landing on one sensor boom 
strongly limited the capability to derive winds. As the field of view for each sensor boom is constrained by the 
hardware and by the rover perturbations, both booms are necessary to properly measure winds independently of 
the incoming flow direction (see the companion paper, part 1); thus, it was necessary to develop new retrieval 
algorithms to characterize the wind patterns at Gale Crater (Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019a, 2019b). Later on, 
the remaining boom failed, probably by flying debris during intense wind periods as MSL climbed the slopes of 
Aeolis Mons, after successfully operating for ∼1,500 sols. The InSight WS, using the same technology as well, 
has been successfully operating on Mars for more than 1,000 sols, consistent with the lack of significant aeolian 
activity at that landing site.

A close encounter with a dust devil on sol 313 further damaged Perseverance's WS2. Figure 11 presents the effect 
of the event at sol 313 on pressure, RDS channels and local winds as measured by Mars 2020. The wind retrieved 
for both sensor booms is presented as well. These signals are combined properly to derive the wind speed and 
direction (Gómez-Elvira et al., 2014; Viúdez-Moreiras et al., 2019a), promoting the sensor boom that is better 
oriented to the incoming wind direction. Here, it can be seen that before the encounter, WS2 was better oriented 
to the incoming flow while WS1 had a saturated signal. The encounter increased wind speeds, as usual during 
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Figure 10. Dust event at sol 311, 12.7 hr LTST, not directly linked to convective vortex activity. ±15 min is shown around the event. Evolution in time of (a) pressure 
(Pa); (b) relative variation in Radiative and Dust Sensor (RDS) signals for both lateral and top channels; (c) wind speed (ms −1), and (d) wind direction (deg). (g and h) 
Enlargement of the RDS variations around the event, splitting between top and lateral RDS channels. (e and f) As in (a and b), but representing the event at sol 117 as 
reported in Newman et al. (2022) for comparison.
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these events (Figures 8 and 9), but in this case reaching extreme wind speeds of 22 ms −1. Therefore, this event 
was one of those producing the highest wind speeds recorded on Jezero.

The convective vortex, featuring a maximum pressure drop of 1.8 Pa as observed by MEDA (Figure 11), also 
produced appreciable dust lifting (i.e., it was a dust devil), as the dramatic relative variations in the RDS irra-
diance signals indicated (greater than 10% variations both in RDS T6 and RDS T7 during the passage). Due to 
damage to a sensor board, probably by impacts with lifted dust in the electronics, WS2 stopped retrieving winds 
just when maximum wind speeds and signals of pressure drops were recorded. This loss prevented the current 
engineering retrieval from deriving wind magnitudes. The remaining boom, WS1, suffered a malfunction two 
sols later, on sol 315 and the WS was turned off for several sols to analyze the issue. As described in part 1, the 
sensor was again turned on, on sol 342 (Ls ∼ 168°), although without retrieving wind data products. Further 
damage on other boards during the regional dust storm was detected, continuing at sol 413 (Ls ∼ 210°) and 
making the sensor inoperative to retrieve data without major modifications to the pipeline and additional calibra-
tion tests in the wind tunnel. It is expected that wind data from sol 342 to 413, and possibly data since sol 413, 
will be available when the retrieval algorithm for each boom is modified to focus on the nondamaged boards of 
the sensor, although greater uncertainty in the wind data will be involved in the retrievals.

8. Summary and Conclusions
Sustained winds at Jezero as measured by Mars 2020 were weak on average. Mean wind speeds were 3.2 ± 2.3 ms −1 
in northern spring and summer, with 99% of wind speeds below 10 ms −1. During the afternoon, winds peaked and 
reached 6.1 ± 2.2 ms −1. The wind stress was generally less than 0.01 Pa even during daytime, when peak wind 
speeds were reached.

The wind speeds were characterized by fitting the wind data as a Weibull distribution. InSight wind data acquired 
in Elysium Planitia were also used to contextualize the observations. The Weibull distribution fits the wind speed 
data at Jezero using a scale parameter c = 3.60 ms −1 and a shape parameter k = 1.49, and the wind data at Elysium 
Planitia using a scale parameter c = 6.20 ms −1 and a shape parameter k = 1.91. Elysium Planitia values align 

Figure 11. Close encounter with a dust devil on sol 313 at 13:42 hr LTST. ±15 min is shown around the maximum pressure 
drop. (top-left) pressure signal (Pa), (top-right) wind speed signal (ms −1) for both WS1 and WS2, (bottom-left) relative 
variation in Radiative and Dust Sensor signals for both lateral and top channels, and (bottom-right) wind direction signal both 
for WS1 and WS2.
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with those previously found for Gale crater, but Jezero winds strongly diverge and are much quieter than those 
found in previous missions. Among the three landing sites on Mars in which high-frequency measurements are 
available, Jezero crater shows the lowest wind speeds in the total winds. The probability of wind speeds greater 
than 12 ms −1 was 0.2% during the mission, and it was only close to 10% around the summer solstice afternoon. 
Wind speeds at Elysium Planitia were 68% greater, on average, than at Jezero.

On the diurnal timescale, the wind speed distributions at Jezero, as well as at Elysium Planitia, presented a marked 
diurnal variation, in accordance with their changes in the wind regimes throughout the diurnal cycle, each land-
ing site driven by its own mesoscale and large-scale phenomena. At the Jezero landing site, the highest average 
wind speeds were found during the afternoon and midday, presenting east-southeasterly and east-northeasterly 
(upslope) winds, with a marked difference from the remaining diurnal timeslots. From sunset to 01 hr LTST, 
westerly/northwesterly downslope winds made wind speeds peak around midnight. After that, winds decreased 
toward a calm period lasting until sunrise. In Elysium Planitia, however, most of the diurnal timeslots showed 
both higher average wind speeds and steadiness than at Mars 2020 Perseverance's landing site at Jezero, the latter 
likely as a result of the lack of significant topography around InSight's landing site. The skewness of the distri-
bution showed the opposite behavior in several diurnal timeslots at both landing sites. Additionally, the InSight 
and Mars 2020 data allowed studying of the sol-to-sol variability. On the seasonal timescale, the daytime diurnal 
timeslots, dominated by upslope winds, presented a seasonal behavior with maximum values in early summer. 
Conversely, the nighttime timeslots, dominated by downslope winds, presented a vast seasonal variability and 
roughly the opposite trend, with minimum values in early summer.

A great influence of turbulence, wave, and vortex activity was observed in the wind speed variations, thus driv-
ing the highest wind speeds observed at Jezero, instead of sustained winds driven by mesoscale or large-scale 
dynamics. Mars 2020 MEDA wind data showed typical standard deviation of 0.57 ± 0.29 ms −1 during nighttime 
and 1.85 ± 0.57 ms −1 during the daytime in a ten-minute timescale, with peak values greater than ∼3.5 ms −1 
during the daytime. The PSD of wind speed fluctuations follows a power-law, whose slope deviates depend-
ing on the time of day from that predicted considering homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, being higher at 
night, where  the turbulence is mechanically driven. Turbulence and wave activity provoked rapid fluctuations 
that changed wind speed from calm conditions to more than 10–15 ms −1 on the timescale of seconds to minutes. 
These fluctuations dramatically disturbed the wind directions as well. Although the most intense fluctuations 
were observed during the daytime, nighttime fluctuations were also very high, suggesting strong mechanical 
turbulence during nighttime. The TI levels detected by Mars 2020 at Jezero crater are greater than those detected 
by InSight at Elysium Planitia, and both produced by buoyancy and shear-driven turbulence.

We report periodic wind fluctuations that are expected to be related to convection cells and smaller eddies in the 
PBL advected over the crater on different scales. The wave period varied by one order of magnitude, from the 
timescale of 1–10 min, while background wind speeds were roughly similar. These periods would lead to length 
scales from a few hundred meters to 6 km, as indicative of the turbulent activity present on the daytime Martian 
PBL. Such fluctuations were found during dust storm conditions, when winds are consistent with a tidal drive 
instead of a slope drive, complementing the detection of gravity waves after sunset as presented in part 1. Pressure 
drops associated with convective vortices were usually involved in transient strong winds. Winds measured inside 
vortices showed relative variations between 0.8 and 9.2 times above the background winds. Weibull models 
were  constructed in the periods around the pressure drops detected throughout the mission, showing extreme 
winds around these events. The scale parameter c increased 65% and the shape parameter k kept roughly constant. 
This variation in the Weibull parameters resulted in a dramatic effect in the tail of the PDFs at Jezero, hence in 
the probability of high wind speeds. Thus, P(v > 8 ms −1) increased from 8.6% to 40% and P(v > 12 ms −1) further 
increased roughly 40 times inside the periods of these events. Curiously, the effect was not so pronounced in 
the InSight data. This difference between both missions was possibly affected by the reduced sensitivity to fast 
changes by the InSight WS. Furthermore, the atmospheric dynamics at each landing site could be influential. If 
so, despite having a similar number of pressure drops and intensity to those observed at Elysium Planitia, Jezero 
crater would be subjected to dramatic disturbances in the near surface winds by the passage of convective vorti-
ces, with much greater variation than at Elysium Planitia.

These results give quantitative indication that Perseverance landing site is less windy on average than InSight 
landing site, despite the intense aeolian activity observed at Jezero crater and the low aeolian activity reported at 
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Elysium Planitia. These apparently contradictory results could be explained by three mechanisms acting together: 
(a) as described, Jezero crater would be subject to dramatic disturbances in the near-surface winds regarding 
the background winds by the passage of convective vortices, a much greater variation than at Elysium Planitia, 
involving transient high wind events, (b) the Jezero site is also subject to additional transient high wind events 
from greater TI levels and wave activity, which could be promoting aeolian activity at Perseverance's landing site 
by transiently strong winds above the usual relatively calm mean values, and (c) there is relatively less sand and 
surface dust capable of being moved by transient wind events at the InSight landing site, compared with Jezero, 
indicating more abundant sand supply capable of being moved by any transiently strong wind events that might 
occur.

We also report the detection, by MEDA sensors, of a dust cloud passing over the rover on sol 311, associated with 
convective cell fronts passing over the rover. The duration of the event and the measured winds together suggest a 
dust cloud of 0.75–1.5 km in length. The variables measured by MEDA were strongly disturbed. The dust lifting 
events at Perseverance's landing site had major implications for the instrumentation. The WS suffered damage to 
some boards throughout the mission probably due to flying debris. A close encounter with a dust devil on sol 313 
further damaged the WS2, making the boom inoperative until new retrieval algorithms and calibration tests may 
allow for the use of the nondamaged boards of the sensor independently of the damage in the remaining parts.

Data Availability Statement
The derived data used for generating the figures displayed in this article are available on Mendeley Data 
(Viudez-Moreiras, 2022). Other calibrated and derived Mars 2020 data used in this work are publicly available 
in the NASA's Planetary Data System (PDS) (Rodriguez-Manfredi & de la Torre Juarez, 2021). The InSight data 
used in this work are publicly available in the NASA's Planetary Data System (PDS) (Rodriguez-Manfredi, 2019).
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